Northern Lands 5 DAYS TOUR
Milano – Imbersago & Montisola bike
DAILY PROGRAM

Day 1 - Arrival
Transfer from Milano airport to Vaprio d'Adda (MI). Check in at the 4* hotel; dinner and overnight.

Day 2 - MILANO
Milano is one of the most important cities in Italy. It is not only the capital of style and fashion and a lively city
which several restaurants, pubs and discos for nightlife, but it is also known for its museums and wonderful
monuments; for example the main square with the beautiful cathedral (the “Duomo”), the “Castello Sforzesco”
with its huge “Parco Sempione”, the church of “Santa Maria delle Grazie” (with Leonardo painting “l’Ultima
Cena”) and the Brera.
This features make Milano a city interested both in past and in the future.
Morning: transfer from Vaprio d’Adda to Milano and half day guided visit of the city (lunch not included).
Afternoon: free time for shopping or other individual activities. Return to Vaprio d’Adda for dinner and overnight
in 4* country hotel.

DAY 3 – IMBERSAGO in e-bike
Alberto is a member of our staff, he’s the fond of cycling and he will be your reference for
bike travels, simply by giving advice for the right equipment and by answering question
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The path we think to propose you is composed of cycle street and dirt track that don’t
request any technical task, even if it is advised to have a minimum training in order to finish
the trip.
Morning: start from Vaprio d’Adda, the first part of the path is very simple, we’ll arrive at Imbersago and will take
Leonardo’s ferry boat in order to pass at the other shore of Adda river. Lunch at the restaurant.
Afternoon: depending on various conditions (weather and physical), we can decide to take again the ferry boat
and come back along the same path of the morning or ride along the other shore which is more beautiful but also
more difficult both from a physical and technical point of view. Return to Vaprio d’Adda for dinner and overnight
in 4* country hotel.

DAY 4 – MONTISOLA in e-bike
Montisola or Monte Isola is a little beautiful island in the middle of Iseo Lake. A
mountain in an island …visit it and love it. Magically you will be caught by the
fishermen’s villages that time has jealously guarded, protecting them from the
habits of those who live frantically nearby cities. Walks in the streets and listen

to the water that rocks carefully the naet (old fishermen’s boats). The perimeter of the island measures 11
kilometers and has 12 historic centers: Siviano, Carzano, Masse, Cure, Menzino, Novale, Olzano, Peschiera
Maraglio, Port of Siviano, Sensole, Senzano and Sinchignano. In Montisola cars are not allowed and to visit the
island is possible only by bicycle or bus. You can walk enjoying the quiet green and spectacular views on the
Brescia coast and on the Bergamo coast. At the highest point of the island (600 meters high) there is the
Sanctuary of Ceriola. From here the view is wonderful.
Recently (June 2016), it has became famous thanks to the important event of “Floating Piers”, the artificial path
on the lake made by bulgarian artist Christo that has attracted a lot of tourists from all over the world.

Morning: transfer from Vaprio d’Adda to Sulzano; ferry boat transfer to Montisola (with taste of typical goods on
board) and guided tour of Montisola. Lunch in Montisola.
Afternoon: guided visit of a typical little old boatyard and Net Museum, than return to Vaprio d’Adda for dinner
and overnight.

Day 5:
Breakfast at the hotel, check out and transfer to Milano Airport. End of services.
The rates includes:
- Private transfer for all activities in comfortable air-conditioned vans
- 4 nights in Hotel/B&B with Breakfast
- 4 dinners in local restaurants
- 2 lunches (Imbersago and Montisola)
- Half day guided visit of Milano
- Leonardo’s ferry boat to Imbersago
- E-bike rent
- Mountain bike certified guide
- Ferry boat tour of Lago d’Iseo
- Guided visit of Montisola (boatyard and net museum)

TRAVEL IS ALWAYS A GOOD IDEA: CHOOSE MILLE ED UN VIAGGIO!

MILLE ED UN VIAGGIO
info@milleedunviaggio.com
www.milleedunviaggio.com

